
Comments on the CDSB Framework consultation draft  
 

Dear Lois,  

 

As discussed, we have read with great interest and attention the CDSB consultation 

draft. We’d like to draw your attention on a limited numbers of remarks. We believe 

making them in a short format (see below) will have more added value and will better 

express our views than answering a detailed questionnaire that would probably make 

them less straightforward. However if you feel these comments should be shared with 

others via the questionnaire, we could see together how this can be achieved.   

 

Indeed, our remarks are general, but we hope they will attract your attention. One of 

them at least was already made by Michel to you when you met.  

 

By the way our remarks result from an in depth discussion we had among the three of 

us and reflect a consensus. 

 The link between this Framework and the existing frameworks, in 

particular the CDP, should be clearer. In other words does the Framework 

reflect the CDP, or on the contrary does it frame the future evolution of CDP. 

The relationships between this framework and the others should be as clear as 

possible, because it is key for a good understanding of this framework’s status 

 

 The real meaning “promoting and advancing disclosure” remains an open 

question, and should be better addressed to determine the desirable level of 

disclosure required by this framework (and of other frameworks like CDP) :  

o Is the aim to allow external analysts to make an overall judgment on 

how greenhouse gas emission, water abstractions and biological 

resources are impacted / managed by the company?  

o Or does it pursue other goals, for example to help companies framing 

and devising their internal reporting?  

 

 If the key aim is external disclosure and the ability for analysts to make 

an overall assessment of the company’s management, we strongly believe 

the framework is much too detailed. We should keep in mind the 80/20 rule, 

and focus on what is necessary and sufficient for analysts to draw a reasonably 

accurate, overall picture concerning the covered “capitals”. 

 

 Along the same line, we strongly believe, beyond the natural interest we all 

find to know about all aspects of the management of such capitals, there is a 

real risk that such requirements will just be unfeasible for most 

companies, unless unreasonable manpower is devoted to it, without real added 

value.  

 

 Along the same line, (and keeping in mind the purpose of such disclosure, 

which is to enable external stakeholders to assess the overall management 

of a company), we again question the rationale of yearly reporting. A 

biannual (every 2 year) reporting should be more than enough for external 

stakeholders in such areas for our industry and probably for most of them.  



 

When Solvay decides on an investment that will reduce environmental 

impacts, it usually takes 3-4 years before the decision bears it effects. Short 

termism in this area makes no sense. Environmental management does not 

change targets. An environmental strategy in a company like Solvay is a long 

term matter. (*) 

 

 We also note 2 additional points about the scope of the Framework 

 

o Missing environmental elements ? the Framework encompasses 

GHG, Water consumption/abstraction and “Forest risk commodities”. 

Why does it omit even to mention other environmental impacts on the 

natural capital, in particular the release of harmful substances” 

 

o Scope 3 ? : (Again), the focus excludes scope 3, and in particular the 

(positive or negative) impacts of the disclosing entity on environmental 

elements via its products during their use (and disposal). Addressing 

the full life cycle of a company’s products is a difficult matter indeed, 

but we advocate to endeavor taking this important aspects into account. 

Products and their evolution are probably the real key to curb 

emissions and to define new product strategies. Why ignore them ? Let 

us at least open the door to such a disclosure. 

(*) It makes sense of course to have much more frequent internal reporting on 

selected key KPIs or management elements for such environmental elements, 

typically for energy: 

 Weekly at the level of a plant or of a site 

 Monthly or bi-monthly at the level of a Business Unit 

 Yearly at the level of the company 

 Bi-yearly or so at the level of external analysts 

We hope this helps, 

Best regards,  

Jean-Philippe Perrot, Michel Bande, Pierre Coërs. 

 

 


